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Macbeth witches quotes analysis

Fair is foul, and foul is fair/ Hover through fog and dirty air Good is bad and bad is good- Antithesis. Hints that a good Macbeth turns out to be bad.- rhyming steam adds to the bad atmosphere of foreboding. It starts with a theme of reality vs. performances Until I unseamed it from the ausundu to the th'chops- Captain
Mouth to the belly - the brave/heroic Macbeth killed traitor Macdonwald from the Scottish army.a very brutal image of Gainst my captivity. Hail, a brave ironic friend, is still told hail when he becomes king, this language no longer reflects who he is. Or memorize another Golgotha-Captain Allusions/religious images-re-
enact the brutal carnage. Golgotha was a biblical battle. Fortuna's contempt, with his brandished steel,/ Who smoked with a bloody execution metaphor / images of gory smoking a sword with hot blood.- a sneak peek into the stabbing scene where he became a tyrant. At first he is praised for his lust for blood, but it
becomes his downfall. Shakespeare contrasts the incredible scene of witches with the gory battle scene- a violent mood to play O brave cousin, worthy gentlemen- Duncan Duncan later is killed by him- the link to this castle has a pleasant place; air / Agile and sweet is recommended. - dramatic irony. Duncan believes
Macbeth is his friend and trusted ally, but Macbeth kills him. When the hurly-burly's done/ When the battle's lost and won Rhyming couplets &amp; paradoxes (contradicts itself) – shows the mysterious and confusing nature of witches. For the brave Macbeth - well, that deserves this name denies changing Macbeth's
character - he strats off as a respected soldier who is brave and fearless but eventually becomes angry and cruel. Merciless Macdonwald Very ironic- later Macbeth becomes the same. What he lost, the noble Macbeth won Thane from Cawdor lost for being a disloyal traitor. Irony- Macbeth, like Previuos Thane, betrays
the king. It also reflects the language of witches. Oxymodons emphasize this possible element of supernatrual and show the power of witches. Her husband left for Aleppo, master o'th' Tiger Tiger, an English ship that finally arrived home after a disastrous 81-week journey. The metaphor of the sailor representing
Macbeth- the storm stops him sleeping, as Macbeth's guilt stops his dream. The ship is destroyed like Scotland. In Macbeth. witches cause a wreck that would scare the Jakobin audience, which shows the power of witches over all. The dream will be neither night nor day Lady Macbeth announces, and as she finally went
mad and can not sleep through guilt. Drum, drum: / Macbeth doth come Rhyming couplets- creates a mysterious and almost resembling lilt song for their speech. Three times until 2008, and three times to mine, /I three times again to make up nine three times in my direction, three times Your. He creates a circle for
Macbeth to enter.- in the Jakobian superstitions of witchcraft, if someone entered the enchanted ring, he will be imprisoned forever. Assonance creates a spell effect because there is no pause in speech. So foul and fair day I have not seen the first line of Macbeth throughout the game link to the Witches, he is a puppet
of witches from the moment he enters their circle, he is bound by a spell. Oxymodon reflects the language of witches. FIRST WITCHAll hail, Macbeth! Hail to thee, thane from Glamis! SECOND WITCHAll hail, Macbeth! Hail to thee, thane from Cawdor! THIRD WITCHAll hail, Macbeth that will be king next! Three
predictions, one from each witch. Macbeth allows their promises to tempt them, which ends in its demifall. Repeat Hail to show how powerful these predictions are. It also scares the audience because they already know they've received Cawdor. Anaphora sounds like a spell. Good lord, why are you starting out and it
seems like a fear//things that sound so honest? (for WITCHES) I'm 'th' the name of the truth, / / Are you fantastic, or indeed / / What's the outside show? My noble partner / / You greet with the present grace and great prophesies / / Noble about and royal hope, / / That seems rapt withal. To me you say no.//If you can
look into the seeds of time / / And say which grain will rise and which will not,// Speak to me, then to me who are neither begging nor afraid / / Your favors, nor your hatred. Banquo shows much more courage than Macbeth when he asks them about his life and his future. He uses a lot of imperatives to show it. He also
uses a direct address to show that he is not afraid. unlike Macbeth, as Banquo wants to know the truth, but later in the play Macbeth tries to cover it up. He uses the list to show that Macbeth has been promised many things, but this is not the case. It was believed that witches control crops and can choose whether the
entire crop for this harvest has been ruined or good. Banquo asks who is more inclined to grow: he, or Macbeth. He asks them to tell him because he did not beg like Macbeth and is not afraid of them. This proves that Banquo is extremely courageous, and his character would gain the respect of the Jakobin audience.
FIRST WITCHLesser than Macbeth and bigger. THE SECOND WITCH Not so happy, but much happier. III WITCHThou will get kings, though you don't. So all hail, Macbeth and Banquo! Paradoxes/puzzles to get them wrong. Macbeth will have more, but be miserable. Banquo will have less, but it will be bigger. Stay,
you imperfect speakers, tell me more.//By Sinel's death I know I am thane of Glamis.//But how of Cawdor? Thane lives Cawdor, / / a wealthy gentleman, and be king / / Stands not in the perspective of faith, / / No more than to be a Cawdor. Tell from where / / You owe this strange intelligence, or why / / On this stop our
way / / With such a prophetic greeting. Greetings. I charge you. Macbeth uses imperatives to try to show its power, but it doesn't work. with Banquo, who successfully asked them about their future. The last Thane of Cawdor was rich and considered the next king. The audience knows that Cawdor was a traitor, suggesting
that the Witches may have influenced him. It is ironic that Macbeth is to be the next Cawdor, because he was to be king and then betrayed him, just like Macbeth. Why are you dressing me/W borrowed Macbeth robes asking why she is Thane from Cawdor. Ironic- later he does not borrow, but murders Duncan's position.
Instruments of darkness tell us the truth;/ Win us with honest trifles to betray / In deep consequences. - Banquo Banquo knows that they are evil witches who manipulate, seeming to promise good things. Were such things here, as we say? Or maybe we ate on a crazy rootIt takes a reason for captivity? Banquo keeps
asking questions to try to understand what happened. He also believes that they may be sick because it seems impossible. Glamis, and thane from Cawdor! The biggest one is too. [...] (except BANQUO) Don't you hope that your children will be kings,When the ones that gave thane Cawdor to mePromised no less to
them? Macbeth has been dragged into the promises of witches and trying to take Banquo with him. As happy prologues to swell actZ imperial theme. (for ROSS and ANGUS) Thank you, gentlemen. (sideways) This supernatural repreneging Can not be sick, it can not be good. If sick, why did hath give me serious
success, starting with the truth? I'm thane from Cawdor.If good, why should I submit to this suggestionWhich horrible picture doth unfix my hairI make my sedentary heart knock on my ribs,Against the use of nature? Current fears Are less than terrible imaginings. Macbeth speaks to itself. Not sure if the Witches are good
or bad, Banquo knows they're badHumouros- the game is still at the beginning of Act 1, and the plot begins to thicken. to emphasize the supertruous control of your life. The condtional clause shows his confusion- he weighs his thoughts to choose between them. Enjabment shows how his thoughts on Duncan's murder
flow. MACBETHYour children will be kings. BANQUO You will be king. Direct address and short sentences. they have come through the recent shock of what has happened and accept their fate. Worthy Macbeth- Banquo In Act 3, lose confidence as friends - irony. Rapt withal Macbeth is left charmed by witches in his
thoughts. – the desire to fight for power between ambition and conscience. Contrast- Thane with Cawdor gentlemen who Duncan had absolute confidence in Macbeth walking in O worthiest cousin Ironic- will soon be Macbeth, who is disloyal except that he intended to bathe in the search for wounds Duncan asks if
Macbeth was scared in battle. He seems to have wanted to in the blood of the enemy. disloyal traitor - Thane's description of Cawdor Ironic- it will be Macbeth later! What he lost, the noble Macbeth won- Duncan Fate has Macbeth Thane of Cawdor, but later tries to change fate through murder - similar to withes lang.
oxymodone. The dream will be neither night nor day- Witches Metaphor / Macbeth announcement of sleep loss like a sailor. Another symbol of Scotland under the tyranny of Macbeth later- nationwide shock &amp; fear All hail Macbeth..., All hail Macbeth..., All hail Macbeth...- Every Witch Anaphora- the outing of words
at the beginning of subsequent sentences. If you can look at the seeds of time / And tell you which seed will rise and which will not, / Speak to me who neither beg nor fear / Your favors, nor hate- Banquo Banquo does not want any favors from witches. Link to I set me up with hope? But hush, no more Act 3- Banquo
thinks about witches, but does not take action. Less than Macbeth and bigger. Not so happy, but much happier- 2x Witches Paradoxes / puzzles confused Macbeth. He announces Macbeth will get what he wants, but he won't be happy. Drum, drum; / Macbeth doth come Macbeth announcement knocking in Act 4.
Witches hear it – and are clearly excited to finally realize their plans. this can be seen in the repetition. Why do you dress me in borrowed robes? Ironic- later on Macbeth does not borrow! Take a look at how our rapt macbeth partner is bound by a spell – similar to before. If the chance will make me king, why the chance
can crown me/ Without my confusion Macbeth thinks rationally, maybe fate will make him king so that he doesn't have to kill Duncan. He was a gentleman on whom I built absolute trust - Duncan Ironic, Thane's traitor from Cawdor - Macbeth would be the same. I started planting you and going to work/to get you full of
crops- Duncan Duncan is a nice/caring king – He nurtures his subjects instead of killing them like Macbeth does. Stars, hold your fires, / Let the light see my black and deep desires - Macbeth's wishes to become king have come true and gaining the power to be kept secret. my dearest size partner &amp; heart and
goodbye- Macbeth in the letter Equals pair glamis you are, and Cawdor, and will be what you promised. But am I afraid of your nature; It is too full of 'th' milk of human kindness to catch the nearest way. You would be great,Art not without ambition, but without illness should participate in it. [...] Hie so far, That I can pour
my spirits into your uchoI chastised with the fortitude of my tongueAll that hinders you from the golden round, Which fate and metaphysical help doth seems to have crowned you zalem. ... too full of o'th'milk human kindness Lady M thinks Macbeth is too That I can pour my spirits in my mind/ I chastify with the fortitude of
my pure evil language- i want to put some of my own cruelty and evil in it. The raven himself is heartily that croaks the deadly entrance of Duncan Under my blanks. Come on, you ghosts that tend to think mortally, unsex me here, I fill me from crown to toe top-full of the nearest cruelty. Make thick my blood, stop th'access
and move on to remorse, that does not compunctious nature visits shake my fallen target, nor keep calm between th'effect and this. Come to my woman's chest, I take my milk on bile, you murd'ring ministers, Anywhere in the invisible substances you are waiting for the scandal of nature. Come on, dense night, I pall you
in the dunnest smoke of hell, That my avid knife does not see the wound makes neither heaven look through the blanket of darkness, Cry Hold, hold!. The possessive pronoun Spirits- Apostrophe- calling something that is personified / absent Language suggests that her femininity, represented by breasts and milk,
usually symbols of upbringing, hinders her from performing acts of violence and cruelty that is associated with masculinity. Later, this sense of the relationship between masculinity and violence will be deepened when Macbeth refuses to go through with murders and his wife tells him, in fact, that he must be a man and
get on with it. If it was done when tis do, then twere well It was done quickly. If th'assassination can trammel up the consequences, and catch with its surcease success: that but this blow can be all and end all, here, But here on this shore and the shoal of time, We would jump life to come. But in these cases we still have
judgment here that we but teach bloody instructions that, taught, return the plague of th'inventor. This leveled justice praises our poisoned chalice to our mouths. He is here with double trust: First, as I am his relative and his subject, Strong both against doing; then, as his host, Who should against his murderer closed the
door, Do not carry a knife himself. Besides, it was Duncan Hath who bears his abilities so gentle, hath was so bright in his great office that his virtues would beg like angels, trumpet-tongued against the deep condemnation of his take-off, And the pity, like a naked newborn baby, striding an explosion, or a cherubin of
heaven, a horse on the unthought air couriers, would blow a terrible deed in every eye that tears drown the wind. I have no incentive to prick the side of my intention, but only vaulting ambition, which o'erleaps up and falls on th'other. Macbeth knows that their plan is bad. Sibilance to show his snake like manouvering.
pollosive sounds but this blow to show raw violence what it is going to do. He admits that murderers usually die. sounds make the sound of breath out of shock. He also admits that he should keep Duncan from murderers, not kill him. He is not sure whether to kill Duncan because he is so good and virtuous that his
murder will be felt in nature. Alitteration is a show. Macbeth's ambition has no limits: it will be kepp climbing and climbing. Do you hope drunkWhere do you dress? hath is a suing? I wake him up now to look so green and paleW what he did so freely? Since then, I'm clearing my love. Are you afeardA be the same in your
own act and fortitudeYou are you in desire? Do you have thatWhich you esteem'st decorate life,I live a coward in your respect, Letting I dare not wait for I would like, How poor cat i'th' saying? ... Inseasful goal! ... Where is this knocking?- How is it not with me when every noise appals me? What hands are here! Ha,
snatch the eyes of mine. Did all the great Ocean of Neptune wash this pure blood from my hand? ... What made them drunk made me brave. What hath put out them have given me fire. Hark! Room! It is the owt that screamed, the mortal bell-ringer,Which gives stern'st good night. He's about it. The door is open, and



surfeited groomsIs mock their fees with snoring. I have drugged their possets,That death and nature do not claim about them, whether they live or die. ... this is a dagger that I see in front of me,handle towards my hand? Come on, let me clutch you. I don't have one, and yet I see it yet. Not you, a terrible vision,
reasonableIt feels like sight? Or are you a dagger of the mind, a false creature,Moving from the brain thermally pressed? I still see in form as tangibleLike the one I draw now. You marshall'st me the way that I go,And such an instrument I had to use. My eyes are fools about 'th' other senses,Or worth all the rest. I see
yet,And on your blade and dudgeon blood bottom,Which was not so before. There is no such thing. It's a bloody business that informsThus to my eyes. Now o'er one half-worldNature seems dead, and bad dreams abusive. Spells celebrated Hecate's Burn victims, and withered murder, Alarumed by his guard, a wolf
whose howling watch, thus with his stealthy pace, with Tarquin's rousing steps, toward his designMoves like a ghost. You sure and hard-put earth,Hear not my steps, which way they walk, for fearThe very stones prate my whereabouts,I take the present horror from time,Which now fit with it. While I'm a threat, he's alive.
Words to heat deeds too cold breath gives. I go, and it's done. The bell invites me. Do not hear Duncan, because it is knellIt evokes heaven or hell. ... Great Glamis, worthy of Cawdor all-hail hereafter Flattering Macbeth O will never be the sun that morrow That day will never come my shipping possessive pronouns This
castle has a pleasant place ... air/ Nimbly and sweetly recommended- Duncan Dramatic Irony Fair and noble hostess- Duncan Irony! At every point twice done, then do a double- Lady Macbeth If everything we do for you is doubled, then twice, it's compared to what you do to us.- mirroring witches this blow, If
th'assassination, horrible deed- Macbeth Euphemism- does not say the word murder or kill. Link to Witches Deed unnamed He is here in double trust- Language witch Macbeth double I have no incentive to puncture the pages of my intention Images of a horse I live a coward in his own respectWhen durst do this, then
you were a manWhen you dressed? Be much more than a man Lady M chastes her husband and questions his masculinity I would like while it was smiling in my face, / Snatched my nipple from his boneless gums / I threw brains She is a merciless and not a maternal figure! Violent images False face must hide what
false heart doth know- Ends act 1 Assonance &amp; alliteration- show related to Act 4 scene 1 witches: show, show, show A friend - Macbeth Says Banquo is it, is it really true? Break I think not of them- Macbeth Banquo states that he dreamed of them. Deceptive Macbeth. Break up the relationship as you now interrupt
each other. Spells celebrate off'rings Pale Hecate Hecate- goddess of spells Dagger of mind, false creature Thinks that the dagger is in his mind, and that there is hallucinations. With the thrilling steps of Tarquin Tarquin, the Roman prince whose horrific attack and rape on Lucrece caused revoultion. Macbeth compares
himself to him Here's Not Duncan for it's a knell/ That calls you to heaven or to hell Rhyming couples- similar to witches lang., showing their effect on him Hark, room- Lady Macbeth surprised by any noise If she didn't resemble my father as he slept, I didn't do the only emotion shows I heard the screaming cyan and
crickets crying- Lady Macbeth Death Connotation- Duncan's death is felt in nature too. Sorry sight Regrets One shouted: God bless us! and Amen the second,As they saw me from these hands of the executioner. Letter'ning their fear I could not sayAmen, When they said, May God bless us! ... These deeds are not
allowed to thinkAs these roads. Yes, it will make you crazy. Ironically, he doesn't take his own advice. I couldn't tell Amen because he committed a horrible sin that can no longer Amen Macbeth not sleep murder... So the brain morbidly stuff Lady MGo.... Give.... Be.... Sleep-sleeve imperatives Sleep life lotion work
compared to many things in a positive way. makes Macbeth's murder dream seem worse. I'll gilded the faces of nobility withal gold-plausible- decorative metaphorical facial image of Neptune's Oceans wash this blood Hyperbole But shame to wear a heart so white Connotation of cowards- she is still insulting him. A little
water clears us of this Ironic act/announcing her frantic hand washing at the end of the game of multitudinous seas incarnadine Vivid image of the seas turning red with a huge amount of blood and guilt from the murder of Duncan. About terrible burning and confused events ... About horror, about horror, about horror
repetition, the principle of three and sucked sounds. it shows the horrific events of the night, and the sounds of aspiration capture their shortness of breath before the shock. O gentle Lady M faints ironically- she is not really shocked by what is happening, nor is she gentle. In fact, she called on spirits to remove her
femininity so that she could be even more cruel. His silver skin laced with golden blood metaphorical / God like falcon towing in her pride place / He was mousing an owt hawked on and killed order and disorder- hierarchy was disturbed by Macbeth killing Duncan. It is contrary to the natural order of things. this conflict is
seen pollosive alliteration. sir- Macbeth Deceit solem supper to his friend who is going to kill. sibilance shows his snake as ways. But hush, no more- Banquo has bad thoughts, but doesn't work on them. uses aspiring sounds to show that it crushes your bad thoughts. Not our holiday- Macbeth Alliteration Macbeth
Macbeth. fricatives. imperatives show that it is a new discovered power. I wish the horses fast and confident feet - Macbeth scam -he pretends he wants Banquo to have a safe journey when he is really going to murder him. My genius is rebuked his angel is horrified by macbeth's murderous actions. To be in this way is
nothing,But to be safe in this way. Our concerns in BanquoStick deeply, and in its royal natureReigns is what we would be afraid of. Tis very dare,And to this fearless temperament of his mindOn hath wisdom, which doth a reminder of his braveryIt act in security. There is no one, but heWhich is I afraid, and under itMo my
genius is rebuked, as it is saidMark Antony was by Caesar. He chid sistersWhen I first put the king's name on me and bade them speak to him. Then, prophetlike,They hailed him as a father to the line of kings. On my head they put a fruitless crownAnd put a bare scepter in my embrace, Thence to be contorted from the
nonlinear side, Not the son of my success. If i't be like that, for the Banquo issue I have made up my mind; For them the gracious Duncan I have murdered; Put rancors in the ship of my roomOnly for them; and my eternal to the common enemy of man,to make them kings, the seed of the kings of Banquo! Instead of so,
come fate on the list,I defend me to th' statement. Who's there? ... Like dogs, and greyhounds, mongrels... All by the name of the dogs Macbeth likened the murderers to dogs that are at the bottom of God's Order why you behave alone- LM Relationship falls apart after murder. Naught had, all spent,Where our desire is
without content.'Tis safer to be what we destroyDzie destruction dwell in dubious joy. Enter MACBETHHow now, my ladies! Why stick alone, with the sorriest fantasies of your comrades making, using those thoughts that should actually perish with them thinking? Things without all the remediesIndue to be no matter.
What has been done is done. Lady Macbeth begins to regret her actions- early signs of guilt. Alliteration shows how weak their power is and how unhappy they are now because of it.when Macbeth eneters she puts on a different face, and pretends not to regret her actions. turning the role away from the previous scene
because she is now confident and has no regrets about the murder, but is concerned and guilty. we have burned the snake not killed it Religious images of restless ecstasy happiness vs going crazy oxymodon I make our faces vizards to our hearts similar to Macbeth fake heart doth hide what fake face doth know. mask
their true feelings so that they do not appear guilty. About full of scorpions is my beloved wife's mind Animal Images Be innocent knowledge of the dearest chuck slightly condescending and full of change. Macbeth does not want her to know that she will have a banquo killed. Also ironic as she is not innocent. The black
agents of his victim to roust Hunters Banquo murder- (with torch) shows that Banquo is completely good- allows light (kindness) to lead him, not a bad contrast to Macbeth, which was defeated by greed and ambition. All like marble, founded as a strong cabin rock, cribbed, closed pollosive alliteration. Oh betrayal! Fly,
good Fleance, fly, fly, fly! You 'st revenge ... Then comes my fit again. And yet it was perfect,Whole as marble, founded as a rock, as wide and general as air casing. But now I'm cabined, cribbed, limited, bound inTo saucy doubts and concerns.-But Banquo is safe? ... Here we have now had our country honor covered,
were the graceful person of our Banquo present,Who can rather challenge for unwritingThing pity for mischance. ... You can't say I did it. Never shakethy gory locks on me. Bloody hair- grotesque photos. Macbeth saw the spirit of Banquo- just like in daggers, now he has hallucinations. Banquo is a physical part of his
murder. Thanks for that. There lies an adult snake. The worm that escapedhath nature, that over time will breed venom; Lack Present. Ironic animals Sit, worthy friends. My gentleman is often soI hath was from his youth. Pray, hold your place. The match is instantaneous; on thoughtI will not be good again. If you notice a
lot of it, you will offend him and expand his passion. Feed and watch him not. (except MACBETH) Are you human? Cheat about the right things! This is the image of your fear. This is a dagger stretched out in the air, which you saidYou to Duncan. Oh, these flaws and begins, impostors to true fear, well made the story of
a woman in the winter fire, authorized by her grandam. Shame on you! Why do you make such faces? When it's all over,You look, but on a stool. Link to gilded Ay, and daring that dare to look at itWhich can appall the devil. ... Blood has been shed ere now, and 'th' olden time,Ere humane statute cleansed delicate weal;
Ay, and because too, the murders were doneIt's terrible for the ear. The time wasIt was when the brains were outside, the man would die,And that's where the end. But now they will rise again With twenty fatal murders on the crowns, And they push us out of our stools. This is a more bizarrethree of such a murder. ... I
drink to the general joy of the 'th' whole table,And to our dear friend Banquo, who is missing; Was he here! To all and to him we desire,And everything for all. ... Avaunt, and cast my sight! Let the earth hide in tone. Your bones are boneless, your blood is cold. You have no speculation in these eyesWhich you access the
brilliance! ... What a man dares, Dare. Approach you like a rugged Russian bear,Armed rhinoceros, or th' Hyrcan Tiger; Take any shape, but this, and my strong nervesShall never trember. Or I live again, I dare to desert with my sword. If I'm shaking I live then, protest meThe baby girl. Hence, a terrible shadow! Unreal
mockery, hence! ... It will have blood, they say. Blood will have blood. Stones were known to move, and trees speak. Augurs and understand the relationships havea pass magot and choughs and towers brought out the secret'st blood man.-What is the night? ... I hear this by the way; but I'll send. There is one of them,
but in his houseI will keep fee'd servant. I will be tomorrow — and betimes I will be — to the strange sisters. More will say, for now I'm bent to know,At worst means, the worst. For your own good, all the reasons will subside. I'm bloodStepped in so far that I should have wade no more, the comebacks were as tedious as
go o'er. Strange things I have in my head that will be in hand,Which must be worked ere can be scanned. Images – he is so far steeped in blood from his murders that he can no longer turn around. And you all know that security is a mortal enemy Witches say is too confident, or do I have no reason beldams like you?
Saucy and overbold as he dared to trade and move with puzzles and matters of death,And I, the lover of his charms, close contriver contriver all wrongs, was never called to abolish my part, or show the glory of our art? And, what is worse, all you didHath was, but for the clumsy son, the mischievous and angry, who, like
others, loves for their own purposes, not for you. But now make corrections. Get you gone,I bottom acheronmeet me and 'th' in the morning. Thither heWill will know his destiny. Your dishes and spells provide your charms and everything next door. I'm for the air. That night I will spendUnto's gloomy and deadly end. Big
business must be forged ere south. On the corner of the moonWisi vap'rous fall deep. I'll catch it ere it to come to earth. And that distilled by the magical sleightsShall pick up such artificial spritesAs by the force of their illusionShall draw him to his confusion. He will gush fate, contempt death, and bear the wisdom bove of
wisdom, grace and fear. And you all know, safetyYou are the enemy of mortals. ... Because with broad words, and because i nieHisa presence at the feast of the tyrant, I hear Macduff lives in disgrace. ... Duncan's son — from whom this tyrant holds the due of birth — lives in an English court and is adoptedNaciasty
Edward with such graceThuring the sinisterness of fortune is nothing out of his high respect. Thither MacduffIs went to pray the holy king for his helpAThere were to awaken Northumberland and the belligerent Siward that with the help of those aboveRatify the work, we can againDedicate on our meat tables, sleep to our
nights, free of our holidays and banquets bloody knives, Do faithful tribute and receive free honors. All that pine for now. And this reportHath so annoyed the king that itPrepares for some kind of attempt at war. ... by stabbing my thumbs//Something wicked in this way comes Macbeth is no longer a hounorable hero of act
one, as he is now considered wicked and evil by witches. Secret, black and midnight hags When Macbeth returns to them, he speaks in threes. He also insults them even though he wants information from them. this seems harmful, especially as they still have power over it. (armed head) and (crowned child) Juxtaposition
of innocent child and war Then live, Macduff. What do I have to fear? But I will still give certainty doubly, and take the bond of fate. You will not live,That I can say pale fear lies,I sleep despite the thunder. ... I conjure you up with what you profess— Howe'er, who meets her— answer me. Though untie the winds and let
them fight Against the churches, although yeast wavesConfound and swallow navigation up, Although the corn blade be folded and trees blown down, Although the castles top up on the heads of their wards, Although the palaces and pyramids do not slopeTheir heads to their foundations, although the treasure trove of
nature germens drum everything together, Even until the destruction get sick, answer mito what I ask. ... Macbeth! Macbeth! Watch out Macduff.Watch out for thane Fife. Reject me. No more. It's coming off... Tell me, you unknown power —Whate'er you are, for your good care, thanks. You have harped my fear aright. But
one more word— ... Macbeth! Macbeth! Macbeth!-SECOND REVELATIONMacbeth! Macbeth! Macbeth! MACBETHHad And three ears, I would hear it. Be bloody, brave and determined. Laugh to despise the man, for none of the born womenShall injury Macbeth. ... Be a lion mettled, proud, and do not careThose
chafes, who frets, or where are the conspirators. Macbeth will never beat you until Great Birnam Wood to high Dunsinane HillShall comes up against him. ... It never will. Who can impress the forest, bid on the treePrawdaj your earthly root? Sweet bodements! Good! Rebellious dead, rise never to the forestBirnam rise,
and our high-ranking MacbetShall lives the lease of nature, pays his breathTo the time and mortality of the custom. However, my heartthrobs know one thing. Tell me if your artYou can say so much: is the problem banquo everReign in this kingdom? ... Show his eyes and grieve his heart. Come like shadows; so go
away! ... You are too like the spirit of Banquo. Down! Your crown does not sear mine eyeballs. And your hair,you other golden related eyebrows, is like the first. The third is like former.-Dirty hags! Why are you showing me this? Fourth? Start, eyes! What, will the line stretch to th' crack annihilation? Another? Seventh? I
won't see any more. And yet appears the eighth, which wears a glassWhich shows me a lot more, and some I seeIt double balls and high scepter wear. Terrible view! Now I see tis true; For blood-boltered Banquo smiles at meI points at them for his. ... MACBETHSaw you weird sisters? LENNOX No, my lord.
MACBETHCame not by you? LENNOX No, indeed, my ladies. ... Time, you anticipat'st my fear of exploits. A volatile target is never o'ertookNo matter what deed to go with it. From now onWe will be admiring my heartwwwwtow my hand. And even now, to crown my thoughts with deeds, do this thought and do: Macduff
Castle I will surprise, Seize on Fife, give th 'edge o 'th' swordHis wife, his babes, and all the hapless soulsIt trace him in his line. Don't boast like a fool. This act I will do before this goal cool. But no more sights!-Where are these gentlemen? Come, bring me where they are. ... Wisdom! To leave his wife to leave his
babes,His mansion and his titles in placeIrresist not to fly? He does not love us; He wants a natural touch. For the poor wren,The most diminutive of birds, will fight,Her cubs in her nest, against the cy cya. Everything is fear and nothing is love,How little is wisdom, where lotSo works against all reason. ... Sonas birds do,
Mother.LADY MACDUFFWhat, with worms and flies? ... You lie, you Villain! ... Let us rather hold on to the mortal's and, like good people, bestride our downfall'n birth. Every new mornNew widow howling, new orphans crying, new sorrowsStrike the sky on her face that resonates like a Scotland and screamed outLike
syllable dolor. ... What I believe I will bend; What I know to believe, and what I can atone,As I find time for a friend, I will. What you said can be so perchance. This tyrant, whose only name blisters our tongues,He was once thought honest. You loved him well. He has not touched you yet. I'm young, but somethingYou
deserve it through me, and wisdom Offer a weak, poor, innocent lambT' to appease an angry god. ... Fare well, sir. I would not be the villain that you think'stFor all the space that is in the grip of a tyrant, I rich East to boot. ... When I trample on the tyrant's head,Or wear it on my sword, but my poor countryShall have more
flaws than before, more suffer, and drier ways than ever, by him that will succeed. ... And give him bloody,luxurious, avaricious, false, deceitful,Sudden, malicious, beating every sinIt has a name. But there is no bottom, none,In my sensuality. Your wives, your daughters,your matrons, and your maids could not fill the
cisterns of my lust, and my desireAll obstacles of the continent will be o'erbearIt opposed my will. Better Macbethan such to reign. ... But I don't have one. The king becomes grace, like justice, truthfulness, restraint, stability, bounty, perseverance, mercy, lowliness, devotion, patience, courage, fortitude, I have no delight
in them, but abound in the division of each few crimes, acting it in many ways. Ba, if I had power, I shouldThe milk sweet consent to hell, the uproroot of universal peace, confuseall the unity on earth ... Suitable for governing? No, don't live.-O unhappy nation,With an untitled tyrant-sceptered,When will you see your
healthy days again,Because the truest problem of your throneThrevery own interdiction stands cursed,And do you blaspheme his race?-Thy royal fatherWas the most holy king. The Queen who wore you,Oftener on her knees than on her feet,Died every day she lived. Fare well! The evil you repeat-banished me from
Scotland.—Oh my breast,your hope ends here! ... Macduff, this noble passion,Child of integrity, hath with my soulWiped black scrupulses, reconciled my thoughtsTo your good truth and honor. Devilish MacbethBy many of these trains hath tried to win meInto his power, and modest wisdom snatches me From incredulity
rush. But God aboveDeal between myself and me, even nowI have turned in my direction iUnspeak mine my own recouling, here abjureS blemishes and blames I put on myself,For strangers to my nature. I'm stillwiadienie about a woman, there was never a forsworn, barely coveted, which was my own, at no point broke
my faith, did not betray and delight less in truth than life. My first false statementswere it on myself. What I am really, is yours and my poor country to command. ... Ay, sir; There is a crew of wretched soulsIt will stop his cure. Their malady convinces the great art assay, but on his touch, Such sanctities have heaven given
hand, They now change. ... Tis called evil. The most wonderful work in this good king,Which often from my here-remain in EnglandI see him do. As he seeks heaven,Sam knows best, but strangely visited people,All swoll'n and ulcer, pathetic to the eye, sheer despair of surgery, heals,Hanging golden stamp on the neck,
Put on holy prayers. And, tis spoke, to the successor of the royal family leaving a great blessing. With this strange virtue, He has the heavenly gift of prophecy, and sundry blessings hang about his throne that tell him full of grace. ... No, they were alone when they didn't leave 'em... Your eye in Scotland you create
soldiers to make our women fight to doff their tragic suffering. ... Merciful heaven! What, man! Ne'er pull the hat on the eyebrows. Give words of sorrow. Sadness that doesn't tellWhispers o'erfraught hearts and offers to break it. ... Be comforted. Let's make us med'cines our great revenge,to cure this mortal sorrow. ...
There are no children. All my nice? Did you say anything? Oh hellish kite! All? What, all my nice chickens and their ladiesNa in one fell swooze? ... I will do it,But I must also feel it as a man. But I don't remember the things that were most precious to me. Do the sky look on,I will not take part in them? Sinful Macduff,
everyone has been hit for you! Naught that I am, not for their own infectious, but for mine, Fell carnage on their souls. The sky is resting on them now. ... Oh, I could play a woman with my eyesI braggart with my tongue! But, gentle heavens, Cut out all the breaks. From front to frontBring you the devil of Scotland and me.
In my sword length I set it; if he's 'scape,' Heaven forgive him too. ... Great perturbations in nature to get the benefits of sleep right away, and make line&gt;viewing effects. In this nazing agitation, in addition to her walking and other actual performances, what, at any moment, have you heard her say? ... This is, lord,
which I will not report after her. ... Why, it stood by her. She has light through her constantly. Tis her commands. ... But here's the place. ... Out, damned site! Out, I say!-One, two. So why, tis time to do 't. Hell is dark!-Fie, my ladies, fie! Soldier, and afeard? What do we need to be afraid of, who knows when no one can
call our power to account?—But who would have thought that an old man had so much blood in him. ... Thane, from Fife, had a wife. Where is she now?-What, these hands ne'er be clean?-No more o' that, my ladies, no more Mar all with this ... Here's the smell of blood yet. All Arabian perfumes will not sooth this small
hand. Oh, Oh, Oh! ... What a sigh! The heart is very charged. ... I would not have such a heart in my womb for the dignity of my whole body. ... Wash your hands. Put on your night swobo. Do not look so pale.—Once again I tell you, Banquo is buried; cannot go out to the grave. ... Sleep, sleep. Knocks on the gate. Come,
come, come, come. Give me a hand. What you do cannot be undone.—To bed, to bed, to bed! ... Foul whisp'rings are abroad. Unnatural deedsCon call unnatural troubles. Infected mindsTo their deaf pillows unload their secrets. It needs more divine than a doctor. God, God forgive us all! Take care of her,Remove from
her the means of any annoyance,And still keep your eyes on her. So, good night. My mind she has covered, and amazed my eyesight. I think, but I dare not speak. ... Great Dunsinane definitely strengthens. Some say he's crazy, others that they hate him less. But, for sure,Can not buckle his indissistence causeIn the
belt of governments. ... Now he feelshi secret murders stick to his hands. Now minutes revolts upbraid his faith violations. Those that command to move only in the command,Nothing in love. Now he feels his titleHang loose about him, like a giant robeUpon dwarf thief. ... Well, we march to give obedience, where tis really
owed. Let's get to know the cure morbidly weal,And with it pour we in our purge country drop us. ... Bring me no more reports. Let them fly everyone. Until Birnam Wood remove DunsinaneI can not convict out of fear. What is Malcolm's boy? Wasn't he born with a woman? Spirits who knowAll the mortal consequences
have excusees me like this: Do not be afraid, Macbeth. No man who was born with a womanShall e'er have power on you. Then fly, fake thanes,I mingle with English epicures. Mind and sway and heart wearShall never bend with doubt or shake with fear. Enter SERVANTThe devil damn black, you cream-face loon!
Where got'st you that goose look? ... Go, prick your face and too red your fear, you lily-livered boy. What soldiers, patch? Death of your soul! These linen cheeks of yourS are counsellors to be afraid of. What soldiers, servos face? ... Seyton!-I'm sick of my heart when here-Seyton, I say!-It's pushWill cheer me up ever, or
disseat me now. I lived long enough. My way of lifeI'm one fall'n to sere, yellow leaf,And that's what should accompany old age, How hello, love, obedience, army of friends, I can not look to have, but in their place, curses, not loud, but deep, mouth-honor, breathWhich poor heart will fain deny and dare not. Seyton! ...
Throw physics to dogs; I'll none of it.Come, put my Na. Give me my staff. Seyton, send out.-Doctor, do not fly from me. Come, sir, send.—If you send.—If couldst, doctor, castThe water of my land, find her disease, and clean it up to sound and flawless health, I would boast to the same echoes that should applaud again.-
Pull t off, I say.-What rhubarb, sleepy, or what purgative drug, or scour those English from here? Do you hear about them? ... If I were with Dunsinane far and clear, Profit again should not pull me here. (Doctor) ... Let every soldier hew him down konari bear 't in front of him. Thus we will shadow the numbers of our host
and make the discoveryErr in the report about us. ... I almost forgot the taste of anxiety. Time was my senses to cool off Former scream night, and my hair fellWould on a gloomy treatise to arouse and stir Life was in 't. I have supped full of horrors. Direness, known for my slaughter thoughtsI can't start me once. ... The
Queen, my lord, is dead. ... She should have died in the future. There would be time for such a word. Tomorrow, and tomorrow, and tomorrow,Creeps at this tiny pace overnightTo the last syllable of recorded time,And all our yesterday's lit foolsDo the road to dusty death. Outside, outside, a short candle! Life is just a
walking shadow, a poor playerWhich struts and thresholds his hour on stage And then you can not hear more. It is a story Told by an idiot, full of sound and fury,Signifying nothing. ... As I stand my watch on the hill,I looked towards Birnam, and anon methoughtWooden began to move. MACBETH liar and slave! ... If you
say'st fake,On the next tree you will hang alive with a wall clinging to you. If your speech will be sooth, I don't care if you access me as much as possible. I pull in resolution and startth'equivocation of the devilThat lies like the truth. Do not be afraid until birnamdo wood come to Dunsinane; and now woodComes toward
Dunsinane.-Arm, shoulder, and out!-If that's what he avouches doesn't seem like, There's neither floating from here nor tarry here. I gin to be aweary sun, and wish th 'estate o'th' the world were undone.-Ring alarum-bell!-Blow, wind! Come on, wrack! At least we will die with a harness on our backs. ... Let all our trumpets
speak; give them all the breath,These flashy harbingers of blood and death. ... They tied me to the stake. I can not fly, ... You lie, a disgusting tyrant. With my sword I will prove the lie that you say'st. ... But swords smile, guns laugh to contempt, Brandished by a man who is from a woman born. ... Why should I play a
Roman fool and dieOn my own sword? While I see life, gashesIt is better on them. ... Let your blade fall on sensitive combs;I bears charmèd life, which can not give wayTo one of the women born. ... Macduff was out of the wombtimely ripped. ... Accursèd be that language that tells me so, For this hath cowed my better
part of man! And be the ones devils no more believed, That palter with us in a double sense that keep promise to our ear,I break it to our hope. I'm not going to fight with that, I'm not going to fight you. ... Then give way, coward,I live to be a show and look at 'th' time. We will have you, as our rarer monsters are,Painted on
a pole, and underwrit,Here you may see a tyrant. ... Your son, my lord, has repaid the soldier's debt. He lived only, but until he was a man,What not before had his prowess confirmedIn the station unshrinking, where he fought,But as a man died. ... So why, Soldier of God be him! If I had as many sons as I have hair,I
would not wish them a fairer death. And yes, his knell is knolled. ... He is worth more sadness,And that I will spend for him. ... We will not spend much timeBefore we reckon with a few lovesI make it even with you. My thanes and relatives,Henceforth be earls, the first that scotlandin ever had such an honor named. What
more to do,Which will be planted again with time,How to call home our exiled friends abroadIt escaped from the snare of vigilant tyranny, producing further cruel ministers of this dead butcher and his devilish queen, who, as tis thinks, by himself and brutal hands Taken her life; this, and what we need elseThat calls us, by
the grace of Grace, We will exercise as far as time and place. So, thanks to everyone at once and to each of them,Whom we invite you to see us crowned in Scone. ... ... The most influential writer in all English literature, William Shakespeare was born in 1564 in Stratford-upon-Avon, England. Shakespeare attended high
school, but his formal education did not go on. In 1582 he married an older woman, Anne Hathaway, and had three children with her. Around 1590 he left his family and went to London to work as an actor and playwright. Public and critical acclaim quickly followed, and Shakespeare eventually became england's most
popular playwright and co-owner of the Globe Theater. His career combined the reigns of Elizabeth I (ruled from 1558 to 1603) and James I (he ruled from 1603 to 1625), and he was a favorite of both monarchs. Indeed, James gave Shakespeare's company the greatest possible compliment, giving its members the title
of King's Men. Rich and well-known Shakespeare retired in Stratford and died in 1616 at the age of fifty-two. At the time of Shakespeare's death, literary luminaries such as Ben Jonson hailed his works as timeless. ... Shakespeare's shortest and bloody tragedy, Macbeth tells the story of a brave Scottish general
(Macbeth) who receives a prophecy from three sinister witches that one day he will become king of Scotland. Engulfed in ambitious thoughts and spurred on to act by his wife, Macbeth murders King Duncan and takes the throne for himself. He begins his reign with guilt and fear and soon becomes a tyrannical ruler
because he is forced to more murders to protect yourself from hostility and suspicion. The bloodbath quickly drives Macbeth and Lady Macbeth to arrogance, madness and death. Macbeth was most likely written in 1606, at the beginning of the reign of James I, who was James VI of Scotland before he ascended to the
English throne in 1603. James was the patron saint of Shakespeare's acting company, and of all the plays Shakespeare wrote during Jacob's reign, Macbeth most clearly reflects the playwright's close relationship with the sovereign. Focusing on Macbeth, a figure in Scottish history, Shakespeare paid tribute to the
Scottish aboriginal. Additionally, the witches' prophecy that Banquo would find a line of kings is a clear nod to his support for the James family's claim that he descended from the historic Banquo. In a broader sense, the subject of evil versus good royalism, embodied by Macbeth and Duncan, would resonate at the royal
court, where James was busy developing his English version of the theory of divine law. Macbeth is not Shakespeare's most complex play, but it is certainly one of its most powerful and emotionally intense. While shakespeare's other serious tragedies, such as Hamlet and Othello, fussily explore the intellectual troubles
faced by their subordinates and the minor nuances of their subjects, Macbeth goes wild from its opening to its completion. It is a sharp, jagled sketch of theme and character; for almost four hundred years it shocked and fascinated the audience. The corrupt power of uncontrollable ambition The main theme of Macbeth —
destruction accomplished when ambition is not marked by moral constraints — finds its most powerful expression in the two main characters of art. The relationship between cruelty and masculinity figures in Macbeth is often divorced over gender issues. Lady Macbeth manipulates her husband, questioning his
masculinity, wants herself to be unsexed, and does not deny Macbeth when she says that a woman like her should only give birth to boys. In the same way that Lady Macbeth goads her husband to murder, Macbeth provokes murderers hired to kill Banquo by questioning their masculinity. Such acts show that both
Macbeth and Lady Macbeth equate masculinity with nude aggression, and when they talk about masculinity, violence soon follows. Their understanding of masculinity allows the political order depicted in art to be plunged into chaos. The difference between kingship and tyranny in art, Duncan is always referred to as the
king, while Macbeth soon becomes known as a tyrant. Hallucinations Visions and hallucinations are repeated throughout the game and serve as reminders of macbeth and Lady Macbeth's shared guilt for the growing number of bodies. When he is about to kill Duncan, Macbeth sees a dagger floating in the Covered in
blood and directed towards the royal chamber, the dagger represents the bloody course on which Makieł is about to set off. Later, he sees Banquo's spirit sitting in a chair at a feast, stinging his conscience, incessantly reminding him that he murdered his former friend. The seemingly hardheaded Lady Macbeth also
eventually gives way to visions as she sleepwalks and believes that her hands are stained with blood that cannot be washed away by any amount of water. In any case, it is ambiguous whether the vision is real or purely hallucinating; but in both cases the Macbeths read them uniformly as supernatural signs of their guilt.
Violence Macbeth is a famous brutal art. Interestingly, most of the killings take place off stage, but throughout the game the characters provide the audience with gory descriptions of the carnage, from the opening scene, where the captain describes Macbeth and Banquo wading in blood on the battlefield, to endless
references to the bloodied hands of Macbeth and his wife. The action is bookended by a pair of bloody battles: in the first, Macbeth defeats the invaders; in the second, he is killed and beheaded by Macduff. Meanwhile, there's a series of murders: Duncan, Duncan's comedies, Banquo, Lady Macduff and Macduff's son
are coming to bloody ends. At the end of the action, blood seems to be everywhere. Prophecy's prophecy sets Macbeth's conspiracy in motion, namely the prophecy of witches that Macbeth will become the first thane Cawdor and then the king. Strange sisters make many other prophecies: they tell us that Banquo's heirs
will be kings, that Macbeth should beware of Macduff, that Macbeth is safe until Birnam Wood comes to Dunsinane, and that no man born of a woman can harm Macbeth. With the exception of the prophecy about Banquo's heirs, all these predictions are fulfilled during the game. Still, it is deliberately ambiguous whether
some of them are self-fulfilling, for example, whether Macbeth prefers to be king or is fat to be king. In addition, as is clear from birnam wood prophecies and born of a woman, prophecies should be interpreted as riddles, because they do not always mean what they seem to mean. Blood is everywhere in Macbeth, starting
with the opening battle between the Scots and norwegian invaders, which is described in harrowing conditions by an injured captain in Act 1, scene 2. As Macbeth and Lady Macbeth embark on a murderous journey, blood comes to symbolize their guilt and begin to feel that their crimes have stained them in a way that
cannot be washed. Did all the great Ocean neptune wash this blood/clean out of my hand? Macbeth cries after he kills Duncan, even when his wife chasms him and says that some water will do the job (2.2.58-59). Later, however, he comes to share his terrified sense of being Outside, a cursed spot; i say . . . who would
have thought that an old man had so much blood in him? – asks, wandering the halls of the castle at the end of the game (5.1.30-34). The blood symbolizes the guilt that sits like a constant stain on the consciences of both Macbeth and Lady Macbeth, who embraces them to the graves. Weather As in shakespeare's
other tragedies, macbeth's grotesque murder frenzy is accompanied by a series of unnatural events in the natural sphere. From the thunder and lightning that accompany the witches' performances to the terrible storms that rage on the night of Duncan's murder, these violations of the natural order reflect corruption in
moral and political order. in the context of Macbeth was written a year after the Dust Conspiracy, in which a group of people tried to kill the king. this art was also supposed to warn against regicide, and supporting those who do not, so that the Throne of James I will be more secure ... Macbeth is an era drama, written in
1606 but set in 11 . C C.
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